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Introd uction 
Th e r ed u ct ion id e al s of Di e t e rich [5] a nd Yoshino [12] (s ee also [10]. 
[11] or more ge n e rally [4 ]) a r e \·e ry us e fulfor proving the fir st Brau e r-Thrall 
C onjec t ur e for maximal C oh e n-:vI acau lay m od ules over an isolat e d singula r-
i ty . Roughly speaking . for a large e nough dass of Cohen-Macaulay iso lat ed 
s ingulariti es ( R , m, I< ) ( see ( 1.2 )) there ex ists an m -prim ary ideal a C R 
called red uction ideal ( usually chosen to be a power of m or generated by 
a system of parameters) such that the assignment L --+ L / a defines an em-
bedding from the category of maximal Cohen-Macaulay R-modules (shortly 
M CM( R)) to the category M od ( R / a) of finitely generated R / a-mod ules. 
This e mbedding maps inj ect ive ly isomorphism classes of indecomposable 
m od ules from M CM( R) to the isomorphism classes of indecom p osable R / a-
m od ules and allow s the application to M CM( R) of som ~ results from the 
r e presentation theory of artinian rings ( like e.g. the Lemma Harada-Sai) . 
H owever the ab ove em bedding could b e m ore useful if we could really 
describe its image , i.e . if we could characterize the finitely generated R/a-
modules 1\1 which hav e the form L /a L for a certain L E MCM(R), or 
e quivalently if we could d esc ribe the R /a-modules which are liftable to R 
in the se nse of Auslander-Ding-Solb erg [l]. lt is th e purpose of our paper 
to des c rib e the liftable R /a-modules if a has the forma= (xi, ... ,x;) 
for a ce rtain system of param e t e rs x = (x 1 , .. . ,xs) of R (we may always 
su bstitute a reduction id eal with a smaller one of this form) . We show (see 
( 1.21)) that a module J\;f E Mod(R 2 ), R 2 : = R/(xi, ... ,x;) is liftable to R , 




fo r a 11 J . 1 -S j -S s . T h ( · i s o m o r p h i s m cl <1 s s es o f t h c' s c ar t i 11 i a n m o d u l es , o r o f 
tho sc which are indecomposahlc rall pcrhaps h e d e trrmillPd ill some special 
, . ;1 s 1 • s 11 s i ll ,i; ;1 .- o m p 11 t <' r o r ";1 ll b <' \" i r w r d ;1 s s c nn e o r h i t s o f c er t a i u a ffi n e 
~ro11ps ;1ctill~ <>ll Gra ss m;11111iall \·arictics. The sec o11d c111estio11 is the s11hject 
of Se«tion 2 and it is complctely illspirated by thr ··ge omf't.ric'" describtion 
of torsio11 fr rr ll1od11le s of ra11k Oll<' o\·e r ;:i local domai;1 of dim e n s ioll 1 given 
hy ( Grc 11 e l an<l Pfi s t e r [7 ]). Such d esc ribtion s of maxim a l Cohen-ivlacaulay 
R -mo<l11le s co11ld be 11 se ful for <l e fining th e llumb e r of param e t e r s following 
t h (' i d e ;:i o f K u in r e r [ a ] . 
S11ppo se that l\ is algebraically close<l and let r.rl b e some positive 
in t <" g <" r s w i t h „ ::; rl ::; „ <l im 1,· R 2 . \V e s h o w ( s e e ( 2 . 1 0 ) . ( 2 . 1 1 ) ) t hat t her e 
exists an affine gro11p G ,. acting on a Gra ss mannian vari e ty X r ,d, a qnasi 
projecti\·e s ubvari Pt y s,„ r1 c X r.d clos e d to the G „-action and a bijection 
h f' tw ee n the G ,.-orbits of S r .d and the isomorphism class es of finitely gen-
erated Rrmodules JI satisfying ( 1) \vith dim1,·JI = d and µ(M) = r 
(µ(Jl) d e noting th e minimal numb e r of generators of 1\I). In particular 
th e re exists a bij ect ion between th e G r-orbits of S r.d and th e isomorphism 
cla sses of maximal Cohen - \Iacaulay R-modules L such that µ(L) = r and 
cl im h . R 2 := !? L = rl . If ( R . rn ) i s an irr e du c i b 1 e sing u 1 a r i t y a n d L E M C M( R ) 
th e n dim 1,·R2 :~ : !? L = dim h·R 2 rankRL and there e x .ists a bijection be-
t w e e n t h e G „ -o r h i t s o f S „. u q • tL : = d im h. R 2 , 1 ::; q ::; „ a n d t h e i so m o r phi s m 
rlas ses of maxim a l Coh e n - \.Iacaulay R-modules L s u c h that µ(L) = r and 
rankRL = q (see (2.12)). 
T h e idea to find maximal C oh e n-M acaulay m od ule varieties started 
while the author was visiting the University of Kaiserslautern after dis-
cussions with Greuel and Pfister . Some preparations were made when the 
author was visiting the University of Osnabrück, Standort Vechta with a 
gran t from the Alexander von Humboldt Founda tion, bu t the essential p art 
was clone when the author was visiting the Sonderforschungsbereich 170 
in Göttingen. The author is grateful to these institutions for support and 
hospitality. 
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1 Maximal Cohen-M acaulay modules and liftings 
(1.1). L<'t.,:: .\ - r hc <l morphism of llOC'thnia11 ri11g s a11d _\! a finit f' ly 
~<·11<'·ratt'd f-111oduk. A fiuitcl~- ~eucrated .\ -module L is a Jifting of _\! t.o 
.\ (St'(' [lj) jf _H ~ r · .\L a11cl 
1 ) 
for all i 2'. 1. A finitPly ge n e rat e d .\-modul f' L 1s a lifting n:itl1 respect to ..p 
if it is a lifting of f :=:- .\ L to .\. i. e. if 1) holds. L et Lift (.p) ( or Lift (.\.f ) 
whc>n thf' morphism is wc>ll known ) be the ca tegory of lifting s of .\-mo<lnles 
with rcsp 0ct to .p. :\ f-modul e J..l is liftable n:ith uspect to ..p if it has a 
lift.ing to .\. i.e. if it has the form r :) .\ L for a certain L E Lift('(>). L et 
lift (.,;;) (o r lift (.\.f )) bP the category of f-modul es liftable with r espect to 
..p. 
L et ( R.m.l\) hP <i Coh e n-:...Iacaulay local ring .. r = (,r 1 „ ... J:i) a 
systPm of paramPters in Rand R 1 := R /(.r l ...... r~). t E N. Then i: is 
regular in Rand Lift ( R.Rt) is exact ly the category :..IC}.I(R) of maximal 
Cohen-:.Iacanlay R-modules. The following Th eo rPm is mainly a r es ult of 
Yoshino ([12] Ch. 6),_ e xt e nd ed in [10](4.8),[11](2.8) or more generally in 
[4](3.15)). 
Theorem (1.2). Suppose that (R,m,K) is an excellent, henselian local 
Cohen-Macaulay ring ,an isolated singularity containing a field and such 
that J{ is either perfect or [K : J<P] < oo if p := charK > 0. Then 
there exists a number t E N such that the base change functor 
F: MCM(R) ~ Mod(R/m 1 ) 
has the following prop erties: 
i) if L E MCM(R) then L is indecomposable in MCM(R) if and only if 
F(L) is indecomposable in Mod(R/m 1) , 
ii) if L ,L' are indecomposable in MCM(R) then L ~ L' if and only if 
F(L) ~ F(L'). 
From now on we choose a system of parameters x in m t such that i) and 
ii) in Theorem (1.2) are satisfied. We preserve in the whole section (even 
paper with the exception of (2.10),(2.11)) the notations and assumptions 
of Theorem ( 1.2). The following lemma is not far from the last statement 
of [6] (2.1) b) and could be obtained directly from there using induction. 
H owever our proof us es the sam e idea. 
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Lemma (1.3). L et i E N b e a p os1t1ve int eger . Th c 11 tb e b ase ch an ge 
fon cto r F ,: .\IC .\I( R )-+ .\I o d ( R; ) d e fin es an inject ion fr o rn t h e i som o r -
phi s 111 da sses o f rnaxi111 a l Co h e11 -.\I ara 1il ay R -111 o d11l f's t o th e i som orphi sm 
<"lasses o f R , -II1 o, j1il es. 
P r o o f. L e t L , L ' E ~ I C ~ 1( R ) s u c h t h a t F ; ( L ) ~ F; ( L ' ) . S :;: p r es s L , L ' a s <l i-
r e c t s urn s of ind ec ornpo sable rn o dules of M CM( R ), let u s say L = .P 'J= 1 Li · 
L' = -=- r~,I~ . Th e n 7 'J= ,F;( Lj ) ~ F; ( L ) ~ F; ( L' ) ~ -f t~,F; ( L~ ). B y 
Th eo re m ( 1.2 ) i ) F, ( LJ ), F ;( L~ ) a r e ind eco rnp osable a n u it foll ow s u = 1l' 
a nd F, ( Lj ) ~ F; ( Lj ) a fte r p e rh a p s a n e w nurn e ro tat io n o f ( L~ ) . Us in g now 
Th e ore m ( 1.2 ) ii ) w e o bt a in Lj ~Lj a nd thu s L ~L'. 
Proposition (1.4). F 1 indu ces a biject ion fr o m t h e iso m orphism classes 
o f m a xim al C oh en -.Vl aca ulay R -m o dules t o t h e i som orphism classes o f th e 
m o dules o flif t( R z, R 1 ) . 
Proof. L et Jl E lift( R 2 .R i). \Ve n ee d t h e followin g vari a n t o f [1] ( 3 .6 )(a 
co n se qn e n ce o f ( 1.1 6) for t= s). 
Lemma (1.5). L e t A b e a no e tb erian local ring , y = ( y 1 , . .. ,y s) a r egular 
sys t em of e lem ent s in A , Au := A /( yf , ... , y: ) and N a finit ely gen erat e d 
A-module. If NE lift ( A 2 , A 1 ) tben N is a direc t s ummand ofa module of 
lif t ( A , A i). 
By th e a bove lemma M is a dir ect summand of a module from lift ( R, Ri) , 
i. e . th e re e xist s L E Lift ( ( R , R 1) such that R1 0 R L ~ M EB P for a 
ce rtain R 1-module P. Expre ss L ,M ,P as direct sum s of inde compo sable 
modules from MCM (R) , respectively Mod(R 1 ) , let us sp,y L = EB f= 1 L i, 
M = EB 1J= 1Mj , P = EB k'=iPk . By Theorem ( 1.2) i) ,F1 ( Li) are indecom-
pos able . Sinc e F1 ( L ) = EB i= 1 F1 (L;) = (EB j= 1 M1 ) EB (EB k'=iPk ) and R1 is 
local artinian it follows u = v + w and M1 ~ F 1(L1) aft e r a r e num erotation 
of (Li )· Then M = F 1(EB j= 1L1) , i .e. ME lift ( R , Ri) . Now apply L e mma 
( 1.3) . 
Remark (1.6). i ) A 
of our Lemma ( 1.5 ) 
of MCM(R )-modules 
lift ( R / ( X 1 ' . . . ' X s) 2 ' R 1 ) . 
s imilar proof to (1.4) using [1](3 .6) instead 
give s a bijection from the isom orphism class e s 
to th e isom orphism class es of th e mo d ules o f 
This is som e how clone in [6] ( 2 .1) b) . Since the 
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mod11les of Lift(R2. R1) are easier to describe. as we will see. we prefer our 
s tat e m e n t fro m ( 1.-1 ) . 
i i ) l- sing i ) a n d ( 1 . -! ) \\' e .e; f' t in p a r t i c u l a r 
1 ) 1 i f t ( R 2 • R 1 l = 1 i f t ( R / ( J. 1 • • • • •• r, r~ . R 1 ) . 
Th11s i) and (1.-1) says in fact the same thing . Unfortunately. WP do not 
know a dirPct prouf of 1) without using our ( 1.5 ). 
iii) :\"ot e that in the above proof F 1 maps the inclusion L; CL ( r esp. 
its retraction) in the inclusion ivf; C .\! -33 P ( r esp. its retraction). 
~ext we try to d esc ribe the modules of Lift(R 2 ,R 1 ) but first we need 
sume small preparations. 
Lemma (1.7). L et:\--+ r--+ .U be two ring morphisms and La A-module 
such that Tori\ (L.f) = 0 for all i > 0 . Then Torj(L , ß) =:: Tor}(L 0 A 
f , ~ ) as .0..-modules for every j > 0. In particular , if L E Lift(A , f) then 
L E Lift(A,.U) iff L G .\ r E Lift(f,~). 
Proof. L et 
1) 
... --+ F n --+ ... --+ F1 --+ Fo --+ L -+ 0 
be a free resolution of L over A. Tensorizing by r over A we obtain a free 
resolution 
of r 0 A L over r since TorN L ' r) = 0 for all i > 0. Note that tensonzmg 
1) and 2) by ~ over A, respect. r we obtain the same cbmplex. This means 
that Torj(L , ~) =:: Tor}(L @ Ar,~) as ~-modules for every j > 0 . 
Remark (1.8). i) If L E Lift(A ,~) then L (respect. L @A f) is not 
necessarily in Lift(A , r) (respect. Lift(r, ~)).Take for example A = Z[X], 
r = A/(2X), ~ = A/(2) = Z 2 [X] and L = Z . We have L E Lift(A ,6.) but 
TorN L , r) = Z and Tor~ ( L @ Ar,~) =:: Z 2. 
ii) If r-+ 6. is faithfully fiat then certainly Lift(A,6.) c Lift(A,f) . 
Other results of this type are given in (1.10), (1.12) and (1.15). 
iii) Because of i) it is not clear in the notations and hypothesis of (1.5) 
when it holds Lift(A2 ,Ai) C Lift(A 2 ,A/(y 1 , . . „ys) 2). Such a result"would 
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he 11sef11l to show onr (1 .5) as a dir<>ct consP<l'l Pll ce of [1](3.6) . How e v e r 
[1] ( 3 .G) ;rnd 011r ( 1.5) implies that it holds 
Indeed if L E Lift(.4. 2 • .4. 1 ) th<'n .4. 1 .:: Lisa dire ct summand in a module of 
lift( . ..\. . . ..\.i) by ( 1.5) a.nd so it is Pnough to apply [1] ( 3 .6). 
The following easy L e mma is a particular c a se of [1](1.1) ; we sketch 
h e re a proof just for comple t e ne ss of our paper. 
Lemma (1.9). Let A be a ring.La A-module and y E A an element such 
that (0: y).\ = y:\. Th en Tori\(L. A / (y)) ~ (O: y)L / yL for all i > 0. 
Proof. A fr ee r e solution of :\ j (y) over Ais given by multiplication with !J 
... __... .\ __... .\ __... A. 
T e nsorizing with L th e abov e e xact se quence we g e t the complex 
.. . _.L_.L_.L 
where the maps are given by scalar multiplication with y. Taking the ho-
mology groups of this complex the conclusion follows. 
Lemma (1.10). Let r.p: A __... r be a morphism of noetherian rings, y Er 
an element, f 1 := f/(y), E a fi.nitely generated f-module and La fi.nitely 
generated A-module. Suppose that (0: y)r = yf. Then 
i) E E Lift(f,fi) iff(O :y)E= yE. 
ii) L E Lift(A,fi) iff L E Lift(A,f) and f 0 AL E Lift(f,f 1 ). 
Proof. By Lemma (1.9) it follows immediately i). The sufficiency of ii) 
follows from (1.7) and remains to show the necessity. We have the following 
exact sequence of r-modules 
o __... yr __... r __... yr __... o 
w here the m ap r __... y r is given by scalar m ultiplication with y. Thus 
y r ~ r 1 . Tensorizing by L the above seq uence we o btain the following 
exact sequence 
Tor~(L , fi) __... Tor~(L , f) __... Tor~(L,f 1 ) , 
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i > 0 . I f Tor;\ ( L. r 1 ) = O . i > O t h e 11 i t fo 11 o w s Tor;\ ( L. r ) 
L E Lift (.\ . [ ). :\'ow apply ( 1.1 ). 
0 . i > 0 . 1. e. 
P r o p o s i t i o n ( 1 . 1 1 ) . L e r . \ h e a 11 o e t h e r i a 11 rin g. 'J = ( !J 1 • . . „ !J , ) a s y s t e rn 
o fele111cnrs i11 .\ .. \ [J] := .\ / (y 1 ••. „y1 ) for 1 :S j :S s a11cl L a finitdy 
ge11erated .\-111ocllllc. 5Hppos e that for each j. 1 :::; j :::; s it h o lcl s 
((y , . . . ··!11-il: .'Jj) = ( y, . .. .. !Jj). 
Th en L E Lift ( .\ .. \ [.:1j) iff for ea cl1 j. 1 s; j s; s it h old s 
((Y1· ·· „!J1-iJL: YJlL = ( Y1·· · „yj)L. 
Proof. Apply indu ct ion on s . the case s = 1 being given by L emma (1.10) 
i) . Suppose that s > 1 . lf L E Lift(A.A[.:1j) then L E Lift(A , .\[ s -1]) and 
.\[ .• -1] ;~) .\L E Lift(:\ [.:1 -l]··\[s]) by L emma ( 1.10) ii ). By induction hypoth-
es is L sat is fi es ( Lj ) for a ll l s; j < s and ( 0 : y,,,)A[,_ 110 L= Ys(A[ s -1]0 L) , 
i .e. (Lj) holds in L for all l :S j s; s. Conversely , if L sa tisfi es (Lj) for all 
1 s; j s; s w e obtain L E Lift(A ,.\[ s -ij) and A[ s-i )Zi L E Lift(A[s-I] , A[sj) 
again by incl uction hyp othesis. N ow a pplying L e rn m a ( 1. 7) it follow s L E 
Lift(A , A [s J) · 
An extension of ( 1.10) ii) is given by the following: 
Corollary (1.12). L et 'P : A -t r be a morphism of noetherian rings , 
y = (y 1 „.„ys) a syst.em ofelements in r , ß := f/(y)f and La finitely 
generated A-module. Suppose that for each j, 1 :S j < s it holds 
( ( y 1 ' ... ' y j - 1) : y j) = ( y 1 ' ... ' y j). 
Then L E Lift(A , ß) iff L E Lift(A,f) and r 0 A L E Lift(f,ß) . 
Proposition (1.13). Conserving the notations and hypothesis from 
Proposition (1.11) , Jet nHL) c Aµ (Llbe the fi.rst syzygy of Lover A. Then 
the following stat ements are equivalent: 
i) L E Lift(A, A[sJ) , 
ii) far each j, 1 s; j s; s nHL) satisfies 
iii) n~(L) E Lift(A , A[sJ) · 
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Proof. Apply indu ct ion on ~. Let f: .\t'(L)-+ L be a s urj ect ion such that 
Knf = fl\(L ), i .e. the followin g se qu encf' is Pxact 
1 ) () -+ fl .1\ ( L ) -+ . \ /I ( L ) -+ L -+ 0 . 
T e nsor i z in g w i t h . \ [ .•] \V <> ob t a in t h e fo 11 o w in g e x a et s (' q 11 e n cf' s 
L et~ 1. !J = !) 1 .Then i) hold s exact ly wh en 
(see (1.9).(1.10)). By 3) this happ e ns e xact ly wh e n Torj"-(A[l] , n~(L)) = 0, 
i. e. i ) <=:> iii)hold s for s = 1. On the other hand Tor~ (A [ij , L) = 0 if and 
only if the canonica l map .\[!] 0 [!_\ ( L )-+ A[1 ~L ) from 2 ) is inj ect ive , i. e. if 
and only if ii) hold s fot s = 1. H e nc e i) <=:> ii)hold s for s = 1. 
Suppo se that s > 1. By (1.10) w e hav e i) if and only if it holds 
4) L E Lift(A , A[s-1]) and 
5) 
B y induction hypothesis we note that 4) holds if any one from i)-iii) holds. 
H ence we may suppose that 4) holds and it remains to show that then 
5) holds if and only if (f:.Cs) holds or if and only if A[s-l] 0 A n~(L) E 
Lift(A[s-1], A[sj) (see (1.10)).Thus we may suppose TorJ(A[s-1],L) = 0, 
j > 0 and it follows TorNA[sj, L) ~ Tor~!·- 11(A[s] , A[s-1] 0 L) by (1.7). 
Then 5) holds iff TorNA[sj,L) = 0 (see (1.9)) which happens exactly 
when (.C.Cs) holds. On the other hand we have n~ (A[s-l] 0 L) '.:::'. [• - 1] 
A[s-i] 0 n~(L) because Tor~(A[s-1] , L) = 0. But 5) holds if and only if 
n~c.- 1 /A[„-iJ 0 L) E Lift(A[s- 1], A[sJ) (case s = 1), which finishes our 
proof. 
Corollary (1.14). Let A be a noetberian local ring, z = (z 1 , .. . , zs) a reg-
ular system of elements in A, Au:= A/(zf , .. . , z:), u E N and L a fi.nitely 
generated A 2-module. Tben tbe following statements are equivalents: 
i) L E Lift(A2,A1) , 
ii) for eacb j , 1 :'.S j :'.S s ((z1 1 •• • ,Z j-i)L: Zj)L = (z 1 , • .• ,zj)L, 
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iii J for ea d1 j. 1 ~ j ~ ' n 11 2( L ) n (:: 1 •... • :: 1 ) A j' ( L l = (:: 1 •... , :: 1 ) n ~4 ) L) l 
i\") r2 11)L) E Lift(A. ·2.A1). 
Proof. It is f'asy to see that ii) hol<ls for L = A 2 . Ind eed if (y 1 • ... , y,) is 
n u·~11lar system in A \\"P h;n·e ((!J 1 •.... y,_ 1.y~): !J,) = (!J 1 ••••• !J .,). Ap-
plying this argument to the regular sequence (::1„ ... ::j-1-::}+ 11 ••• 1 ::;,.::j) 
we ohtain 
( (:: l ' .. „ :: j - l· :: j . .... :: : ) : :: j) = ( :: 1' .... :: j' :: ; + !• ... ' :: : ) 
which pro,·es our c laim . Xow apply (1. 11 ) and (1. 13). 
Th e following lcmma is well known. it appears somehow in some proofs 
from [l] . 
Lemma (1.15). L et ( A„m) be a noetherian local ring, <.p : A -+ B a 
ring morphism.:: E man elem ent such that <.p(z) is r egular in B , Bi := 
B /(.p(::)) and La finitel.v generated A-module. Th en L E Lift(A,Bi) iff 
L E Lift ( A .. B) and B -:, ALE Lift(B.Bi). 
P roof. Tensorizing by L over A the exact sequence 
g1ven by the scalar multiplication with <.p(z) we obtain the following exact 
sequences 
Torf(L,B)-+ Torf(L,B)-+ Torf(L , B1), 
i ~ 1, where the first maps are scalar multiplications with <.p(z). If 
Torf(L , B1) = 0 then <.p(z)Torf(L,B) = Torf(L , B) and by Nakayama's 
Lemma it follows Torf(L , B) = 0. Thus L E Lift(A,B 1) implies L E 
Lift(A , B). Now apply (1.7). 
The next proposition is a weak variant in our frame of [1](3.6). 
Proposition (1.16). Let (A,m) be a noetherian local ring, (z1, ... ,zs) a 
regularsystem ofelements of A, Auljl:= A/(zf, ... ,zj), u E N, 1 ~ j ~ s, 
Ai:= A 11s1= A/(z), e, 1::; e::; s an integer and L an A 2 1e1module from 
Lift(A 2 1e1,A1) . Then there exists a module PE. Lift(A,A1) such that 
M := A11e1 0 A21 e 1L is a direct summand in A11el @A P. 
Proof. Induct on e . If e = 1 then the result follows from [1] (3.2). lndeed 
let nA1 (M) ( resp .nA1 (1\!1)) be the first syzygy of M over A (resp. A1p1)· 
!III 
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T e nsori z ing by .4. 1111 th<" exact sequence 
Wf' obtain t h e following exact s<" qu e n ct' 
1 ) () -t .\! ~ T () r i-\ ( A 1 11 i ' .\! ) -t A 1 11 1 :) .4 n ~-\ ( .VI ) -t n ~-\ 1 1 1 1 ( ~\1 ) -t 0 
whi ch sp li ts exact ly when .\! E lift ( A. 2 111. A. 1111) (sef' [l] ( 3 .2)). But AI E 
lift ( A. 2 111 . .4. 1111) n Lift ( A. 1 111,.-li) b eca u se L E Lift ( A. 2 111· Ai) by assump-
tions (a pply ( 1.15 ) seve ral times). Thu s 1 ) sp lit s and N : = M EB D~ 1111 (M) 
is lift ed by 0 14 ( .\J ) to .-!. i.e. NE lift (A, A. 1 111) · A s A1 E Lift(A1111 , .4.1) 
w e hav e also 0~41111 (J1) E Lift ( A 1111, A 1) a nd thus NE Lift(A 1111,A 1) . 
H e n c e P : = fl ~-\ ( .\f ) E Lift ( A , .4. i) b y ( 1. 7 ) a n d N i s a dir e c t summ a n d o f 
A111 10 A P. 
Suppose t h at e > 1. use the case e = 1 for 
and L. This is possible b ecau se (ze, ... ,z 8 ) is r eg ul a r on A 2 1e-Ijand L E 
Lift ( A. 2 jej •.4.i) . Th e n t h e r e ex ists a module Q E Lift (A 2 1e- Jj ,Ai) s u ch 
that L /::e L is a dir ect summand in Q/ ze Q (case e = 1). 
Now a pply the induction hypothesi s (case (s- 1 ) !) to 
A -t A 2 1 e - 1 ,_, A 1 1 e - 1 1-t A 1 
and Q . T h e n there exists a m odule P in Lift( A , A 1 ) such that 
A 1 1 e _ 1 j 0 A 2 1• _ 1 1 Q i s a dir e c t s um m an d in A 1 1 e _ 1 1 ® A P . T h u s A 1 1 e 1® A 21 • f' 
is a direct summ and in AI le 1® A 21 , _, 1 Q w hich is also a direct summand in 
Al jej ® A P · 
(1.17). Let A be a noetherian ring , y E A a regular element in A, A1 := 
A / ( y1) for j E N , M a finitely generated A 1-mod ule, n ~( M) the first 
syzygy of M over A and ä: M -t A 1 ® n ~(M) the canonical map from the 
following e xact sequence which is similar to (1.16) 1) 
By [l] (3.2) M E lift(A2 , A1) if and only if ä has a retraction. If ß is a 




by Ext:4 ( .\/ . Jq). wh e r P fJ : 0 14 (.\/)-+ .-l.1 :~ ) .4 0 14 (.\/) is the canonical snr-j e c t i o n . 1 n d PP <l . t h e n ( Ci ) h a s t h e form 
0 __. .\! -+ L 2 -+ .\! -+ O . 
whPr e L 2 is a liftin g of _\/ to .-1. 2 (see [l ] ( 1.5) ). 
Lemma (1.18). S11ppo se that th er e e xist s a liftin g C o f.VI to A. and some 
rn a p s a : F -+ D :4 ( .\/ ) . J : D .14 ( .II ) -+ C :; u c h t h a t J 0: = 1 L, . .-1. 1 C) o ~ ö 
an d .-1. 1 8 J = J. Th e n .-1. 2 :) C ~ L 2 . 
P r o o f. Let / : .-1. 1' ( "-1 ) -+ U b e a s ur j e c t i v e m o r phi s m an d n ~ ( U ) = K e r 1 
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where the lines and the middle vertical are exact and the map U -+ U is 
given by scalar multiplication with y . By Snake Lemma we obtain surjective 
the left vertical map 1' induced by 1 and Ker1' = il~(U). Since ß is 
also surjective and Kerß = n~(U) (il~(U) is a lifting of n~ 1(M) and 
n~(M) ~ U EB n~(U)!) there exists an A-automorphism <..p of U such that 
<..p/ 1 = ß. Changing / by r..p/ we may suppose that / 1 = ß. Thus ~ß = 
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Ext\ (_\l . .Jq)(0 = Ext\ ( _\l.q' .1)(0 = Ext~4 (-\J . q 1 )(17) =: 17 1 , where q' 
C-+ _\! is th f' ca noni ca l s urjPction. But 17 1 is exa ct ly thf' e xtf'n s ion 
() --+ _\J ~ .1J ( .-l '.l :~: . \ C ) -+ .-l 2 :~: A [' --+ JJ -+ () 
au d i t fo llow s L 2 ~ .-l 1 ~: .1 C . 
Proposition (1.19). C o n sen·ing the notation s and hypoth esis of Th eo-
r e m f l .2 ) F 2 d e fin es a bijection from the i somorphism classes of maximal 
C oh en-),f aca ulay R-m ad 1iles to the i som orphism classes of th e m odules from 
Lift(R 2 .R1) . 
Proof. L et L E Lift ( R 2, Ri). lt is enough to show that L E lift(R , R2). 
L et R2[j] := R if(x 1„ . . ,x i) for 0 :::; j:::; s, R2[0J = R2 , R2[ .~J = R1 and 
Li := R 2[j] O R 2 L . B y decreas ing incl uction on j ,0 :::; j :::; s w e show that 
L1 E lift(R.R 2ui) a ndin p a rti cul a r L =La E lift(R.R 2) which settles 
our qu est ion . If j = .s w e h ave obviously L 8 = R 1 ® L E lift ( R2 , Ri) = 
lift(R , R 1 ) by Propo s ition ( 1.4). 
Now suppo se that j < s . B y induction hyp ot h es is w e h ave 
Lj+1 E lift(R , R 2[j+l] ), let u s say Lj+1 = R 2[j+i]® V for a certain 
V E Lift(R,R 2[j+l] ). Th e n x is r eg ular on V (see (1.1)) and thus x ' = 
(x 1,„.,Xj,x]+ 2 „ „, x;) is regular on V:= V/ x i+ 1V . Let Cj+ 1 := R/(x') 
and W := Dk(V). We have Ci+1® RW ~ Dhi+ 1(Cj+1© RV) = Dhi+ 1(Lj+1) 
since x' is regular on V. M oreover , W is a lifting of n c1 . ( L 1+ 1) to R. In-,+ 1 
deed we have grade((x), W) = grade((x) , V)+ 1 = s, i.e. W E MCM(R) 
which is enough (see (1.1)). 
N ext we show that a direct sum mm and of W lifts L j to R w hich finishes 
our proof. As Lj+1 = R2[j+iJ ® R2 [iJLi and L1 E Lift(R 2u1 1 R 2[j+l)) 
(apply Corollary (1.12)), the following exact sequence splits (similar to the 
sequence 1) from the proof of (1.16)) 
L et {J b e a r et r a c t i o n o f ä : Li+ 1 -+ R 2 [ i + i J© n h; + l L i + 1) such t hat L i 1 s 
given by Extk(Lj+1, ßq) (see (1.17)), 
being the canonical surjection. Express W := n kCV) as a direct sum of 
indecomposable modules from MCM(R), let us say W EBi=iWi . By 
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Theorf'm ( l.:2 )' F1 ( ll-, ) is in<lecomposable and u smg Lemma ofNakayama 
Wf' obtain a lso R .2 [1 + 1]: ir, ind ecomposab lP. ThPn 
has I 1 +1<is a dirPct summan<l and lik e in the proofpf ( l.4) it follows Lj+I 
isomo rphi c with a direct sum of SC)!Ile R2[j+1J S'I vVj. i.e. L1+1 = R2[j+1] 0 u 
for a certain <lirect summand [' of ff (U ~V). ?vloreover by R emark (1.6) 
iii) Wf' can choose C C lr and J : ir --> U a retraction of the inclusion 
o. : C --> lr suc h that R 2 [j+l]O J = .J and R 2 [j+l]O n = Ci-. Applying 
L e m m a ( 1 . 1 8 ) t o Ci + 1 :::::· U . Ci+ 1 ·::;) o. . C 1 + 1 0 ;3 , Ci+ 1 0 vV ~ n h i + / L 1 + 1) 
we achieve Lj ~ R'.l[j] :~: CE lift ( R.R 2[j] ). 
Corollary (1.20). In the hypothesis of Theorem ( 1.2) it holds 
i) Lift(R2 , Ri) = lift(R , R2). 
ii) Each module from lift ( R 2,Ri) has an unique (up to an isomorphism) 
liftin g to R2 . 
Proof. i) follows obviously from the above propos1t10n. Let L1,L2 E 
Lift(R2 , Ri) besuch that R 1 0 L 1 ~ R 1 0 L2· By i) there ex ist U1,U2 E 
Lift(R , R2) such that R2 ® U1 ~ L1, R2 ® U2 ~ L2. Th en F1(U1) ~ F1(U2) 
and so U1 ~ U2 by (.1.3). Hence L 1 ~ L2 · 
Theorem (1.21). In the hypothesis ofTheorem (1.2) F 2 defi.nes a bijection 
from the isomorphism classes of modules of MCM(R) to the isomorphism 
classes of fi.nitely generated R 2 -modules satisfying (L1) from (1.11) for all 
J,l:Sj:Ss. 
The proof follows from (1.19) and (1.14). 
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2 Searching module varieties 
Th<' a im of this sPct ion is to show that the isomorphism classes of the 
finitPly gennated Rrmod11les satisfying ( .C 1 ), 1 '.S j '.S s from the previo11s 
scrtio n (an<l also the isomorphism classes of maximal Cohen-Macaulay R -
, 
mo<lules hy ( 1 .21 )) can be seen as orbits of an affine group acting on a 
G ras sm a nnia n \·a riety w h e n th e r es id ue fi e ld of R is a lg e braically clos e d. 
(2.1). L et (.4..m ) be a finit e dimensional lo ca l a lgebra over an algebraically 
cl o s e d fi e 1 d I\ ( fo r e . g . .4. = R 2 ) , r , d t w o p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r s r :s; d :s; r d im r.· A 
an d G r m( Ar , d) the G r ass m annian of a ll lin ear K- su bsp aces V C mA r s u ch 
that dimh·( .4.„ / V) = d, i .e. of co lengthd in Ar. In fact Grm(A„ ,d) 
is exactly th e Gra ssmannian Gr (mA„,d - r) of a ll linear s ub spaces V C 
mA r of co lengt h d - r in mA r. The inclu s ion mA r C Ar induces a clos e d 
embedd in g of Grm ( A„ ,d) in Gr(A„,d). Th e group G = GL(r , A) acts 
obviously on Grm(A„,d). Th e group A* of inv e rtible e lements of Ais 
embedded in G by w -+ w !,., where !,.. is the identity r x r-matrix. Thu s 
the action o f G indu ces by r est ri ct ion a n act ion of A * on Gr m(A r , d). L et 
M(A; r,d) be the fix ed point sch e m e of A * on Grm (.4.„ , d) (see [8] (8.2)) . 
Lemma (2.2). M(A;r,d) is a closed subsch e m e o f Grm(A„,d) (in par-
ticular of Gr(A„ , d) ), G acts regularly on M(A ;r,d) and the assign-
m ent L -+ Ar / L d e fi.n es a s urjection v from the set of closed points of 
M(A;r,d) onto the set of isomorphis m classes of all fi.nitely generated A-
modules M with µ(M) = r and dimKM = d. Moreover two closed 
points L ,L' E M(A ; r,d) are in the same G-orbit iff Ar/L ~ Ar/L' , i .e. 
iff v(L) = v(L') . 
Proof. By [8] (8.2), M(A ; r,d) is a closed subscheme of Grm(Ar,d) . G acts 
also on M(A ; r , d) since the actions of A * and G on Grm(A r, d) commute. 
A linear space L E Grm(Ar, d) is an A-module if and only if it is a fixed 
point under the action of A *. Indeed if L is fixed by A * and a E m then 
(1 + a) E A* and so (1 + a)L CL, i .e. aL CL. Thus if Lisa closed point 
in M(A ; r, d) then L has a structure of A-submodule of mA r, i.e. v is well 
defined ( we have µ(Ar/L) = r, because L C mAr!). If M is an A-module 
with the minimal number of generators µ(M) = r and dimKM = d then 
L = nk(M) the first syzygy of M is a closed point of M(A;R , d) such that 
v(L) is exactly the isomorphism class of M. 
If L,L' are in the same G-orbit then there exists g E G such that 
g(L) = L'. Thus g induces an A-isomorphism Ar/L ~ Ar/L'. Conversely, 
if f : Ar/ L -+ Ar / L' is an A-isomorphism then there exists a linear endo-
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111 o r phi s 111 li o f A. r 1 i f t in g f . Si n c e L . L ' C 111 A „ w e h a v e /{ O ...\ h = !\ CJ A f 
aud so h must b e surjectiYe by :'\akayama·s L e mma . Th e n h is also inj ec tive 
all d li ( L ) = L ' . i. t'. L . L ' a r e i u t h e s a llH' o r b i t . 
:\ e x t w e w i 11 b e i Il t e r es t e d o n 1 y i n t h e r e d u c e d \" a r i e t y :VI ( A : r , d ) r e d o f 
:vI(A ; r , rl) and w e would lik e to d esc ribe the closed µuint~ of M(A. ; r,d)r ed 
co rrespon ding to some lifting s s uch as in (1.11), (1.13). 'vV e start with some 
preparations. 
(2.3). Let V b e a linear K-spac e of dim e nsion s, d a pos1t1ve int ege r 
1 :::; d :::; .s and G r (V , d) b e the G rassm annian of all linear su bspaces W C V 
of colength d in V. Let g : V -+ V' b e a linear map of J\ -spaces, t an integ e r, 
1 :::; t:::; c : = s - d and Zt ,g the subset of Gr(V,d) of all linear subspaces 
WC V such that dimr,·g(W):::; t. The following elementary Lemma we 
included here only for the completeness of the paper . 
Lemma (2.4). Z1. 9 is a clo se d sub set of Gr(V, d). 
P r o o f. F i r s t s u p p o s e t h a t t = c - 1 ( Z c , 9 = G r ( V, d) ) an d 1 et w 1 , ... , w c. b e 
a basis in W. Then dimKg(W) :::; t if and only if g( w i) /\ ... /\ g( w c) = 0 in 
/\V' , i.e. if the Plücker coordinates of W satisfy a linear system of equations 
whose coefficients are c x c- minors of the matrix associated to g in some 
basis chosen in V and V'. Clearly Z t,g is closed in this case. 
Now suppose t:::; c-2 and let e = (e 1 , ... , es) be a basis in V. Consider 
the linear map he ,1 ,9 : V-+ V' EB V given by he,t, 9(ej) = g(e1) if 1:::; j:::; 
t + 1 and he ,t ,g(ej) = E j otherwise. We claim that Zt ,g = nZ c-1,he,t ,g> 
where the intersection is made over all basis e of V . Indeed, if W E Zt ,g 
then dimKhe ,t ,9 (W) :::; dimKg(W) + c - t - 1 :::; c - 1 and it follows 
W E Zc-1 ,h.,, ,g for every basis e of V. Conversely, if W is not in Z 1,9 
then there exist e 1, ... ,e 1+ 1in W such that the system {g(e 1), ... ,g(e 1+1)} 
is linearly independent. Complete e 1 , ... ,e 1+ 1 to a basis of Wand then to 
a basis of V. Then dimKhe ,t, 9 (W) = c, i.e. W is not in Zc-1 ,h. ,,, 9 • As 
above Zc-1 ,h. ,, ,9 is closed and thus Zt ,g is closed too. 
Corollary (2.5). Let V be a linear K-space offinite dimension and f an 
endomorphism of V. Suppose that Kerf = f(V). Then dim V = 2n, 
n := dim f(V), V/ f(V) ~ f(V) and the closed points W of Gr(V,2d), 
1:::; d < n such that dimKf(W) = n - d forma locally closed subset Z of 
Gr(V,2d). 
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Proof. \V<> han~ from hypo t h es is the followin g exact se qu e n ce 
·O __, f ( \ . ) __, \/ __, f ( F ) __, 0 . 
w b e r e t h (' m a p i · _.. f p · ) i s in d 11 c e d b y f . T h 11 s <l im ,,. F = 2 d im 1d. ( V ) = 
2-n a nd \ "j f(\') ~ f(\") . ~ow by L e mm a ( 2 .4 ) the s ub s<>ts Zn- d,fa nd 
Z„ _J- i.fHe closed in Gr ( \' , 2d ). Th e n Z = Zn-d)\Zn-d-1.Ji s lo cally 
clo sed. 
Proposition (2.6). L e t .r be an elem ent ofm. Supp ose that ( 0 : x) = (x). 
Th en dimr,:A = 2n , n := dim1,·(x), A /(x) ~ (x) and the close d point s W 
of .i'vI(A.:r.2d)red, r :S: d :S: rn su ch that (0: x)w = x W forma locally close d 
s u b s e t Y o f M( A. ; r , 2 d ) r ~ d· 
Proof. Apply Corollary (2.5) to th e case V= A or Ar, f b eing th e scalar 
multipli ca tion of1/ by x. Th e set Z ofclosed points W ofGr(Ar,2d) such 
t h at d im 1,· X vV = r n - d i s l 0 ca 11 y cl 0 s e d a n d t h 11 s z , : =-= z n M ( A ; r ' 2 d ) r e d 
is lo ca lly close d too in Gr (Ar, 2d) (see ( 2 .2)) . If W is a closed point of Z' 
th e n xW C lt' because lV E M(A ; r,2d)redand th e comple x 
1) o __, x -vv __, w _:.x vv __, o 
is e xact s inc e dimf<.·W = 2rn - 2d = 2dimr: x W . Thus (0: x)w = x W , i. e. 
W E Y . Conversely , if W E Y then (0: x) w = xW and we have e xact the 
sequence 1). lt follows dimgxW = tdimKW = rn - d and thus W E Z' . 
H e n c e Y = Z 1 i s l o ca 11 y cl o s e d in M ( A ; r , 2 d ) red· 
N ext we need the following elementary 
Lemma (2.7). L e t x = (x 1 , . .. , Xs) be a system of elements fromm and 
E a finitely generated A -module. Suppose that for each j , 1 :=:; j :=:; s it 
·hold s x] = 0 and 
( ( X 1 , . . . , X j - 1) : X j) = ( X 1 , . .. 1 X j ) . 
Then the following statements are equivalent: _ 
i) ((x1, ... , Xj-1)E: Xj)E= (x1, ... , xj)E fareachj , 1 :S: j < s, 
ii) (0: (x 1 .. . xj))E = (x 1, ... , xj)E for each j , 1 :S: j :S: s, 
iii) X1 .. . Xj-1E n (0: Xj)E = X1 .. . XjE for each j, 1::; j :S: s, 
iv) (0: (x 1 „ . . ,xj))E = x 1 .. . xjE for each j , 1 :=:; j :S: s. 
Pro o f. A pply incl uction on s. For s = 1 there exist not hing to prove 
( in t h i s c a s e x 1 ... x s _ 1E den o t es E an d ( x 1 , .. . , x s _ 1) E = 0 ) . S u p p o s e 
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-" > 1 . B y i 11 d 11 c t i o 11 h y p o t h es i s t h e e q u i \. a l e n c e fo r j < s fo 11 o w s . T h u s in 
all implications Wf' may supposf' that i) - iv) hold for j < s. Let:: E E. 
Then .r,,:; E (.r 1 •..•• . r, _ 1)E if and only if .r 1 ..• . r,,:; = 0. The necessity 
follo\Ys he ca ns P .rj = 0 and if 1· 1 •• •• r,:: = () thf'n by i) case j < s we 
obtaiu by rccurrence 1· 2 . . .. r .,-=: E .r 1E ... .. . r„,:; E (J' 1 •.. . „r,_i)E. Thus 
((.r1 ... .. J',_i)E: .r,)E = (0: (.r1 .. . 1·„))E, i.e. iH=> ii)holds. 
:..; ow note th at 
1 ) .r 1 . . .. r 8 - ,E n ( 0 : X .'l ) E = ]' 1 ... 1: ' - 1( 0 : '( X 1 ... .r „ ) ) E. 
If ii) holds w e haYe 
T 1 . . . x „ - 1( 0 : ( x 1 . . . . , .r s ) ) E = x 1 . . . x s _ 1( x 1 , . . . , :r s ) E = x 1 . . . x s E 
and thus iii) holds too. Conversely if iii) holds then by 1) 
x 1 . . . :r s - 1( 0 : ( x 1 .. . x s ) ) E = x 1 ... x s E . 
lt fullow s 
( 0 : ( x 1 .... r ")) E C x „E + ( 0 : ( x 1 ... x s - 1)) E = x „E + ( :t 1, ... , x s - 1) E 
(x1, ... ,x„)E 
because ii) holds for j < s. Hence ii) <==> iii). Since iv) holds for j < s we 
have 
X 1 ... X s - 1E n ( 0 : X s) E = ( 0 : ( X 1 ' ... ' X s - 1) ) E n ( 0 : X s) E = 
(0: (x1, ... ,xs))E 
and thus iii)<==> iv). 
Remark (2.8). The conditions i)-iv) of the above lemma are also equ1v-
alent with the following öne 
ExtA(A/(x),E) = o 
for each i > 0. Thus if m = (x) (this is not usually our case) then E satisfies 
this condition only if it is injective. 
Proposition (2.9). Let x = (x 1 , ... ,x 8 ) be a system ofelements fromm. 
Suppose that for each j, 1 :S: j :S: s, x] = 0 and 
( ( X 1 , ... , X j - 1) : X j ) = ( X 1 , . . . , X j) . 
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Tlie11 dirnkA = 2.'n. II:= dirn"·.-1 /(s) and the rlosecl points vV of 
.\l(A:r.2'rl)..-rd· r :S rl :S r11 s 11ch that foreachj.1 :S j < .s 
( ( .r 1 . . . . . .r 1 - il ff : .r j ) H · = ( J. 1 • . . . • J . j ) ff 
forma lo ca ll.\· c lo se d subset of "\I(A :r.2'd)„"L (we d enot e it by 
Lift ( A : .r . r. 2 'J) ). 
Pro o f. Let f; bP the scalar m ultiplication of V = Ar by x 1 . . . x ;, 1 :S 
i :S .s . B y in du c t i o n o n s w e ob t a in d im r.· A = 2 s d im 1,· A. / ( x ) , t h e ca s e 
.s = 1 b e ing clon e in ( 2 .5). Using L e mma ( 2.4) w e not e that the closed 
p o in t s vV o f G r ( V. 2 s d ) s u c h t hat d im 1\· J i ( vF ) = 2 s - i ( r n - d ) form a 
locally clos ed set Z; of Gr(V.2 8 d). Th e n Z' = nL 1 Zin M(A ; r , 2 3 d)r edis 
a locally closed subset. If W is a closed point of Z' then XiW C W b ecause 
W E M(A. ; r,2 8 d)..- edand the complexes 
1 ) x · Ü -+ I 1 ... X ] vV -+ X 1 ... X j - 1 W ~X 1 ... X j W -+ Ü , 
1 < J :S s a r e exact becaus e 
d · . . . T,T ' _ •) S - j + 1 ( • _ d ) ) d . W 1Illf\ X 1 . .. X1- 11t - - rn =:.... !Illj\ X J . .. Xj . 
Thus 
2) 
for each 1 :S j :S s and it follows W E Lift(A;x,r,2 8 d) by Lemma (2.7). 
C on versely if H-' E Lift( A ; x, r, 2 8 d) is a closed point then W satisfies 2) by 
Lemma (2.7) and thus the sequences 1) are exact. lt follows 
Hence dimgfi(W) = 2s-i(rn - d) for all i, i.e. W E Z' . Consequently 
Lift(A;x,r,2 8 d) = Z' is locally closed . 
Theorem (2.10). Conserving notations and hypothesis of Lemma (2.2) 
and Proposition (2.9) the following statements hold: 
i) Lift(A; x, r, 2 8 d) is a quas i projective variety on which G acts regularly 
by restriction, 
ii) A closed point U E M(A ;r,2 8 d)redis in Lift(A;x,r , 2 8 d) if and only if 
U E Lift(A , A/(x)), 
iii) the assignment U -+ Ar /U defi.nes a surjective map Px ,r,z•dfrom the set 
of closed p oin ts of Lift( A ; x, r, 2 8 d) on t o the set of isom orphism classes 
of all modules M of Lift(A, A/(x)) with µ(M) = r , dimgM = 2 8 d, 
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iv) tivo closed points C.C' E Lift(A:1·.r.2•rf) are 111 the same G-orbit if 
and 011ly if Pr.r 1•J(C) = Px.r· .2·d(C'). 
P r o o f. i i ) fo 11 o w s fr o m t h <' <' q u i \" a 1 e 11 u i ) . i i ) o f C o ro 11 a r y ( 1. 1 4 ) . L e t 
q E G and [" E Lift(.4.: .r.r.2«1). Then U E Lift(A.A. / (.r) by ii). As g 
is an A-isomorphism we have also g(L") E Lift(A , A / (.r)) and thus g(U) E 
Lift(A: .r.r.2"d) by ii) . Hence G acts by restriction on Lift(A:.r.r.2 ·'d). 
Consequently i) holds with the help of Propositi0n (2.9). 
iii) If [ .• E Lift(A:.r.r.2 8 d) then U E Lift(A.,A / (.r)) by ii) and thus 
by (1.13) .·F / U E Lift(A.A / (x)) because U = D!4 (Ar / U) (U c mAr!) , 
i . e . p x . „ . 2 ' d i s w e 11 d e fi n e d . If J\1 E L i f t ( A. , A / ( x ) ) s a t i s fi e s µ ( M ) = r an d 
dimr,·AI = 2 8 dthen V:= S1~4 (k/) E Lift(A,A/( .r))by(l .13)and V c mA„ 
is of colength 2 8 d in A •·. Thus l/ E Lift(A: x, r , 2 8 d) by ii) and Px ,„, 2 .J V) is 
exactly the isomorphism class of 1\!f. Finally iv) follows from Lemma (2.2). 
Corollary (2.11). In the notations and hypothesis of Theorem (1.21) the 
ab ove p r. „, 2 'd in du ces a bijec tion b e tween th e isom orphism classes of m o d-
ules L E "WCAJ(R) with µ(L) = r and dimr,·R 2 0 R L = 2 8 d and the 
G„ := GL(r.R 2)-orbits ofthe quasi projective variety Lift(A;x,r,2 8 d). 
Corollary (2.12). In thenotationsandhypothesisofTheorem (1.2l)sup-
pose that R is a domain. Then the following statements hold: 
i) for each maximal Cohen-Macaulay R-module M 
holds, where R2 := R/(xi, .. . , x;) and u := dimKR2 E 2sN, 
ii) Px,r,uq, 1 :::; q :::; r induces a bijection between the isomorphism 
classes of modules M E MCM(R) with µ(M) = r , rankRM = q 
and the G„-orbits ofthe quasi projective variety MCM(R;x, .r,q) ·-
Lift(A; x, r, 2sd). 
Proof. ii) follows from (2.11) using i). By [3] (4.6.11) we have 
(lR(N) denotes the length of the R-module N ). Thus it is enough to note 
that ln(N) = dimKN for each R-module N of finite length. This equality 
holds by additivity because each such module N has a chain 0 = No C 
N 1 c ... c Ne = N w i t h N; + 1/ N; ~ K . i 2:: 0. 
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\\.p Pnd 011r paper with two e xamples. Thc first one is of finite Cohen-
:._ I a ca 11 l a y t y µ f' a 11 d t h u s o ur q u a s i pro j f' c t i v f' \"arid i es h a v e j u s t finite o r b i t s . 
This does not haµpcn in the sPcond onc which is a st rictly unimodular sin-
gularity (s ec [13 ]). 
Example (2.13). L et k be an algebraically closed fi e ld of characteris-
tic ZPro and A the com plf'tf' lo ca l ring of the simple plane curve singu-
larity A 2 • i.e. A = k[[X, Y]] / (X'.l + Y 3 ). Th e n X Ext~(L, - ) = 0 for 
f'very L E :..IC.\I(A) (see [12] Ch . 6. or [4](4.2)) and so the e lem e nt x 
gi\·en by X 2 in A. generates a rednction id eal (see [12] (6.16),(6.18)). By 
Theore m ( 1 .21) F 2 defines a bijection betw ee n th c iso morphism classes of 
modules of MCM(A) and the isomorphism classes of finitely generated 
A 2 = .4./(X 4 )-modules }vf satisfying ((0): X 2)M = X 2 M. The indecom-
posable modules of MCM(.4.)' are isomorphic with A and L := ( X,Y)A by 
[12](5.11) . Clearly , dimkA2 = 12, µ(L) = 2 and dimkA2 0 A L = 12 since 
rankAL = 1. Thus MCM(A;x,2 , 1) containsjust the GL(2,A2)-orbit of 
rl~ 2(A2 0 AL) ~A2 0 AL in M(A2 ; 2,12) and MCM(A ;x, 2,2) contains just ( 0) corresponding to the isomorphism class of A ~ . 
E xam ple ( 2 .14). Let B be the complete local ring of the plane curve singu-
larity W 12, i. e . B = k[[X, Y]]/(X 4 + Y 5 ) (see [13]). Then X 3 Extk(L , - ) = 
0 for eve ry L E M CM( B) b ecause X 3 b elongs to the N oetherian different 
JVk~[YJJ(see [12](6.6)) as it is easy to check (chark = O!) . Thus the ele-
m en t x given by X 6 in B generates a r e d uction ideal. B y Theorem ( 1. 21) 
F2 defines a bijection between the isomorphism clas ses of MCM(B) and 
the isomorphism classes of finitely generated B 2 = B /X 12B-modules M 
satisfying (0: X 6)M = X 6 M. Let!:>..= (X+ .\Y,Y 2 ), ,\ E k. We have 
f = x >, 1Y >, 1 + x 2Y >, 2 E Ii for x >, 1 = X + ,\ Y, x 2 = Y 2, y >, 1 = X (X 2 - ,\X Y -
2.\ 2Y 2), Y>.2 = 3.\ 2X 2 + 2.\ 3 XY + Y 3 . Using [2] or [12](8.11)-(8 .14) we 
see that the modules L>, generated in B 4 by the elements (0,x>,i,x 2,0), 
(Y>.1i 0, 0, - x2), (Y>.2, 0, 0, x >, 1), (0, -Y>.2, Y>.1i 0) are nonisomorphic maximal 
Cohen-Macaulay B-modules with µ(L>.) = 4, rankBL>. = 2 and such that 
!tk(L>.) ~L>,. Thus MCM(B;x , 4,2) contains an infinite set oforbits. 
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